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Abstract
Developing an accurate and efficient Sketch-Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) method in determining the
resemblances between the user's query and image stream has been a never-ending quest in digital data
communication era. The main challenge is to overcome the asymmetry between a binary sketch and a full-color
image. We introduce a unique sketch board mining method to recover the online web images. This image
conceptual retrieval is performed by matching the sketch query with the relevant terminology of selected images.
A systematic sequence is followed, including the sketch drawing by the user in interpreting its geometrical shape
of the conceptual form based on annotation metadata matching technique achieved automatically from Google
engines, indexing and clustering the selected images via data mining. The sketch mining board being built in
dynamic drawing state used a set of features to generalize sketch board conceptualization in semantic level.
Images from the global repository are retrieved via a semantic match of the user's sketch query with them.
Excellent retrieval of hand-drawn sketches is found to achieve the recall rate within 0.1 to 0.8 and a precision
rate is 0.7 to 0.98. The proposed technique solved many problems that stat-of-art suffered from SBIR (e.g.
scaling, transport, imperfect) sketch.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated that the proposed technique allowed us to exploit high-level features to search
the web effectively and may constitute a basis for efficient and precise image recovery tool.
Keywords: sketch-based retrieval, image retrieval, shape representation, annotation based semantic matching
1. Introduction
Previously, there has been a wide interest and progress on computer aided retrieval of media data. The advances
in this area have allowed users to look for a multimedia object in large repositories in a more efficient way. As
advances in multimedia retrieval, increase, new interesting, challenging applications are coming up. Image
retrieval has very important applications (Banfi, F., 2000) that are beyond the traditional application based on
searching such as Architecture and Interior Design, Biochemical, Education,…etc.., for that the easy way to
retrieving images is by means textual metadata describing the object in the image. However, then retrieved by
text not always come with reliable human tags. Although, many authors have addressed the several methods
have been invented (Funkhouser et al., 2003, Eitz, et al., 2012). For example, an easy way to express the user
query is by using a line-based hand-draw. One of the current interesting applications is an input draw (sketch)
Definition: a sketch consists of a group of elements; a sketch is represented as a structure of a shape used to find
images relevant to this shape leading to a method of sketch-based image.
The sketch based image retrieval (SBIR) is part of the image retrieval field. In an SBIR system, the input is a
simple sketch representing one or more objects. As shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Skketch query exxample
m several areaas to get the rretrieval of im
mages
The retrievved images based on sketcch technique is studied from
accuratelyy and fast and find
f
out many methods to reetrieved imagees from limitedd data base or small database
e and
satisfy a ggood result, buut still not sattisfy good retrrieved from laarge database to be trying tto reach to retrieve
images froom large databbase reach to retrieve from
m the web. A pprecise image conceptual reetrieval scheme for
online skeetches is far froom being achieved. Furtherm
more, unlike oother classical methods to deetect shapes sim
milar
to the pressent sketch, thee proposed tecchnique avoidss the efficiencyy issues regardding shape dettection of low--level
features annd extracts them by for exam
mple, the Houggh transform orr canny (Dubee and Zell, 2011; Abdulbaqi et
e al.,
2014). In tthis communiccation, we repoort a novel metthod to input ssketch and retriieved images bbased on the sk
ketch
online. Thhis method is based
b
on a diffferent feature ccalled the keysshape mining oof the visual obbjects and used the
semantic sstructure to acchieve the nam
me of sketch (metadata) too retrieved im
mages that is yyields a signifficant
improvem
ment in the retriieval effectiveeness. This papper is organizeed as follows; Section 3 methhodology of online
SBIR. Secction 4 presentts Sketch interrpretation. Secction 5 Drawinng question skketch online. S
Section 6 Sem
mantic
Matching. Section7. Ressult and desicccation. Section 8 concludes thhe paper.
2. Related
d Work
Although m
many authors have been invvolved in conteent based imagge retrieval usiing an examplee image as a query,
q
some relevvant works on sketch based image retrievaal have only apppeared in thee last three yeaars. It is establiished
that an eassy way to com
mmunicate the uuser query is tthrough a line--based hand-drrawing (a skettch), which lea
ads to
the sketchh-based image retrieval (SB
BIR). Only few
w studies havve addressed thhe sketch bassed image retrrieval
methods. Some of the reports work on Edge Hisstogram Descrriptor (EHD) (D.k et al., 22000) by extra
acted
informatioon, in the form
m of feature veectors, is clusteered to form a codebook thaat is then usedd under the Ba
ag Of
Features (BOF) approacch. This workk is also relevaant because thhe authors proopose the firstt system to bu
uild a
benchmarkk for the SBIR
R problem. Onne outstandingg property of thhis benchmarkk is that it takees into accoun
nt the
user opinioon about the siimilarity betweeen sketches aand test imagess. This is highlly important because the ultiimate
goal of a rretrieval system
m is to satisfy the user requiirements. Receently, ( Saaveddra and Bustoss, 2014) proposed a
procedure to identify a sketch in which the structuural componentts are obtainedd and the skettch is disintegrated
into a set of basic geoometric shapess this a new method finedd the spatial rrelationship beetween these basic
b
Known as ‘keeyshape’, it also to
geometric shapes eventuually leads to the sketch iddentification, tthis methods K
enhance thhe effectivenesss of the mechaanism for efficcient retrieval oof sketches, thhe proposed meethod combine
es the
‘keyshape’ with a Bag of
o Features (BO
OF). In fact, a sketch is based on related w
works the techhniques are used to
recreate im
mages based onn a sketch queery by drawingg only the mosst important eddges to try to ppaint an image
e that
looks like the one that is being sought consisting of the contourr of one objeccts in the imaage. Other metthods
extract feaatures of Histtogram of Graadients and diiscrete distancce transform ((Tencer et al., 2012), (Slon
ng et
al.,2015) iintroduced a comparative
c
stuudy to find ouut which methhod, dose the iimage appearinng after processing
look like a sketch in maatching. (Paruui and Mittal ,2014) Has dissplayed the management off each image in
n the
database thhrough pre-proocessing in ordder to obtain thhe image, extrract the sequennces and contoour segmentation to
enable parrtial matching of
o chains by presenting a com
mparative studdy to find whicch method resuults in images most
representaative of the skketch. (Cao et al., 2011) Deeveloped a sysstem that suppports query-byy-sketch in a large
database, (two billion im
mages). They chose a raw edge pixel ass representation and Chamfe
fer matching as the
matching m
mechanism forr their system. The system iss composed off two major parrts, offline imaage processing
g, and
online imaage retrieval. First,
F
content-bbased image retrieval (CBIR)) technology iss used to retrieeve a set of visually
similar im
mages from a laarge-scale web image set. Hoowever, it is sttill a challengee to use this meethod with a sk
ketch
to retrieve image annotaation. Some challenging probblems such as image annotattion were studiied in a data-driven
way.
3. Method
dology
The proposed technique consists of threee stages. Firstt, sketch boardd mining that alllows us to draaw the sketch online
and mining the importannt point of thee sketch then cclaster the keyyshape. Secondd, interpretatioon sketch draw
wn by
finding a Spatial relatioonship betweeen keyshaps deepended on centrude point of the objectt. Third, match
h the
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concept (m
metadat) of the sketch selectaad with annotattion metadata iin the image reepository onlinne. Fig.2. Illusttrates
the schemaatic of our reseearch framewoork.
3.1 Sketch Board Miningg
awing
The propoosed online skeetch board minning system consists of threee main compoonents including canvas dra
board, a seet of geometricc keyshape minning and interppretation of drrawing sketch. The drawing bboard resembles an
online skeetch editor thatt is used to allow the users tto draw a sketch in real timee using mousee clicks with all the
mouse eveents recorded.. The geometrric shape elem
ments are creaated to interprret various typpes of geometrical
shapes (keeyshape) of thhe sketch baseed on the recoorded mouse events. For each object, a certain number of
sketches arre saving as teemplates to reppresent the object. The templlates are then sstored in a dataabase as a sem
mantic
space know
wn as the tempplate sketch.

General framew
work of the prooposed methoddology
Figure 2. G
3.2 Onlinee Sketch Boardd
The sketchh board miningg system, whicch is based on keyshape provvides importannt information of a sketch such as
start, end, middle and centroid
c
pointss. These key ppoints are useed to determinne the attributees and to mine the
elements ((key shape) off the sketch, w
which include sstraight lines, ccurves, ellipsees and circles. The keyshape
es are
then used tto interpret thee sketch. In thiis study, a skettch drawing booard, which is developed usiing HTML5 ca
anvas
and JavaScript, acts likee a sketch edittor (see Figuree 3). It providees important fe
features, among others: (1) It can
connect diirectly to the Internet
I
(2) It supports latesst browsers, inncluding Chrom
me, Firefox annd Opera (3) It can
receive inpput via mouse click and keybboard, and (4) The user can ffreely draw anny kind of sketcch.

Figure 3. Thhe sketch boardd editor
15
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The main function of thee proposed onlline drawing bboard is to allow
w a user to draaw a sketch ussing a mouse and to
capture alll mouse events. The events incluMouseDoown, MouseU
Up and MouseM
Move. MouseD
Down indicate
es the
starting pooint of an elem
ment/attribute oof the sketch, M
MouseUp denootes the endingg of the elemennt and MouseM
Move
represents the events in--between the M
MouseDown annd MouseUP oof the elementt. For every sinngle element of
o the
sketch, thee system proviides a unique IID and recordss all the mousee events in terrms of their cooordinates. Figu
ure 4
depicts a ccomplete sequeence of events of a sketch aloong with its caaptured data.

Figure 4. A block diaagram of data aacquisitions byy the sketch booard mining duuring a sketch ddrawing sessio
on
3.3 Determ
mining Geomettric Keyshape
In this studdy, data miningg method is ussed to specify tthree basic geoometric keyshaapes. Mining is a data knowlledge
discovery that representts the process of analysing data from diff
fferent perspecctives in orderr to find the useful
u
informatioon (Aggarwal, 2007). It is thhe analytical ttool that is ussed in analysinng the data cooming from sk
ketch
board inclluding many different dim
mensions or anngles with thee aim of cateegorizing it aand identifying
g the
relationshiips. It also finnds the correlaations and tem
mplate in largee relational quuery databasess. In this case
e, the
drawn object will be claassified into seeparated elemeents that repreesent the shapee features baseed on canvas input
representaation and suppoorted by the sppecific design oof data miningg.
Definitionn 1: A keyshapee is a simple geometric shape that is compoosed of more ccomplex elemeents. Exampless of a
key shape may be a circlle, an ellipse, a line, among oothers (Saaveddra and Bustoss, 2014).
Definitionn 2: Mining is the
t process off analysing data from differennt perspectives and summarrizing the identtified
relationshiips into useful information (G
Gupta et al., 20011).
Thus, we ppropose an effficient strategyy that is exploitting the structuural informatioon provided byy sketch depen
nding
on the bassic geometric elements thatt can be deteccted by mining in a methodd known as “keyshape min
ning”.
Keyshape mining is a geometrical shaape detected bby mining the string of pixells like (circle, line, and curv
ve) to
determine eleven types of
o geometric eelements that aare given in Figgure 5 These eelements are thhen correlated with
other simpple geometric shapes, therebby creating thee element grouup under a sppecific conceptt depending on
n the
elements ccomponent and position. Keeyshape mininng technique nneeds a new innput method tthat can enable the
analysis off the elementss based on minning to undersstand the sketcch and to charracterize these images by mining
the keyshaape.
16
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Figure 5. T
The eleven element types (a)) horizontal linne, (b) vertical line, (c) northhward line, (d) southward line
e, (e)
northwardd curve, (f) souuthward curve, (g) eastward ccurve, (h) Skettch westward ccurve, (i) circlee, (j) x-axis elllipse,
(k) y -axis ellipse

Figure 66. Displays thee general frameework to determ
mine the draw
wn keyshape eleement dependiing on calculatted
tthreshold
Two differrent thresholdss are used. Thhreshold(1) vallue is equal too 1 which deteermines whethher the Keysha
ape is
line or circcle because thhe threshold reeflect the diffeerence betweenn the imaginarry point and thhe mid- point,, fore
that the thrreshold2 valuee which equal to 2 reflects thhat arc generatted in the sketcch element andd its determine
e as a
curve. Thiis framework consists
c
of threee stages to dettermine keyshhape element: ffirst, input queery to determin
ne the
important variables that are used to caalculate the keyyshape; second, determine if the keyshapee is a line or curve;
third, deterrmine if the keeyshape is circcle or type of ellipse.
17
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Stage 1: Skketch Input
This stagee describes impportant variablles, x and y, reelated to each ddrawn element used to deterrmine the keysshape
of the skettch shown in Figure
F
7. Thesee variables are::
1.

Start ppoint (x1,y1): itt is the first pooint of a drawnn element generated by the M
MouseDown.

2.

End ppoint (xn,yn): it is the last poinnt of the drawnn element generated by the M
MouseUp evennt, where n den
notes
the tottal number of acquired pointts of the elemeent.

3.

Chainn point (xi,yi), (i=2,3,…,m,…
(
…,n-1) denotes the point locaated in-betweenn (x1,y1) and ((xn,yn) of the drawn
d
elemeent generated by
b the MouseM
Move event.

4.

Mid-ppoint (xm,ym): it is the pointt that lies in thhe middle of a drawn elem
ment will be ccalculated for each
drawnn element using equations 1 and 2, respecttively. These ppoint lies on thhe real line thatt links the starrt and
end pooints.
=
=

5.

∑

∑

(1)
(2)

Imaginary centre-pooint (xc, yc): it is the centrre-point of ann imaginary sttraight line, w
which is artific
cially
erecteed linking the start
s
point and the end point directly.

Distances, D1 and D2, will
w be calculatted for each drrawn sketch ussing equations 3 and 4, respectively
D
D1 =
D2 =

(x − x ) + (y − y )

(3)

(x − x ) + (y − y )

(4)

ment
Figure 7. The importannt points of eacch drawn elem
Where
maginary centre point and miid-point.
D1= distannce between im
D2 =distannce between im
maginary centre point and onne of either starrt or end point.
Dependingg on the ratio between
b
D1 and D2, the draw
wn keyshape ellement will be classified intoo one of two grroups.
The first ggroup representts the circle keeyshape and thhe second repreesents the line or curve keyshhape.
If (D1 /D2) is greater thaan a specific thhreshold1, thenn the keyshapee is marked ass a circle; otheerwise it is a lin
ne or
curve.
Stage 2: D
Determination
n of line or currve keyshape
Since mosst of the liness are not draw
wn in a straighht line and soometimes resem
mble a curve,, it is necessary to
precisely ddetermine theiir true nature, line or curve. From multi innput for each ssketch case, itt is determined
d that
the value oof Threshold2 (distance betw
ween the imagiinary centre pooint and midpooint of the draw
wn element) ca
an be
used to differentiate thee line from thee curve. For thhat reason, wee need a separrate algorithm to determine such
problem (ssee Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1: Determination of line or curve keyshapes
Input: (x1,y1),

(xn,yn), (xm,ym) and threshold

Output: line or curve
Variables x1, y1,xn, yn, xm,ym : integer
begin
Read the x1 ,y1 ,xn, yn
xc= (xn- x1) /2

// calculate the coordinate of the imaginary center-point

yc= (yn- y1) /2
Threshold = 2
= ( − ) +( −
If (D < threshold) then

)

// calculate the distance

element straight line keyshape
else
element curve keyshape
end if
END
Algorithm 2 is used to determine the type of the straight line, depending on differences between the
corresponding coordinates value of start and end points that are represented in ∆x and ∆y where:
∆X= (xn-x1), ∆Y= (yn-y1)
Algorithm 2: Determination of various line type keyshapes
Input: straight line
Output: horizontal line, vertical line, northward line, southward line
Variables x1 ,y1, xn,yn: integer
begin
∆X= (xn – x1)
∆Y= (yn− y1)
If ∆ X =0 and ∆ Y> 0 then
Straight line  vertical
else if

∆ X>0 and ∆ Y =0 then

Straight line  horizontal
else if ∆ X<0 and ∆ Y> 0 then
Straight line  northward-west
else if ∆ X> 0 and ∆ Y> 0 then
Straight line  northward-east
else if ∆ X<0 and ∆ Y<0 then
Straight line  southward-east
else
Straight line  southward-west
end
end

if
begin
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Figure 88. Four types of curve (a) westward curve, (b) eastward ccurve, (c) southhward curve, aand (d) northward
curve
In curve kkeyshape situaations, the dirrection of thee curve depennds on the coordinates of bboth midpointt and
imaginary points. Generrally, there aree four curve tyypes, westwarrd, eastward, nnorthward andd southward. In
n the
first two ccases, the direcction of the cuurve depends on the dominaanting value oof X-coordinatte, while in the
e last
two cases, the curve direection dependss on the dominnanting value oof Y-coordinatee. Figure 7 reppresents all typ
pes of
curve alonng with Algoritthm.3.
m 3: Computattion of curve tyypes
Algorithm
Inpput: drawn curvve
Outtput: curve typpes
Varriables xm, xc: iinteger
beggin
If xm>xc then
Key shape  west curvee
else
 eastward currve
keyshape
end if
If ym >yc theen
Keyshape
 north curve
else
 southward cuurve
keyshape
end

if
end

begin

Stage 3: D
Determine circcle or ellipse k
keyshape
In this staage, the keyshhape will be determined aas a circle or ellipse accorrding to Figurre 9 (a) - (c)). By
implementting the follow
wing steps as illustrated in Allgorithm 4.
i)

F
For each draw
wn element, foour basic pointts (start, end, midpoint andd imaginary m
midpoint pointss) are
uused in Equatioon (3) to deterrmine the circlee and ellipse.
Circle = ( |

ii)

−

| +|

−

| − |

−

| +|

−

|

(3)

Evenly dividee the length off the drawn cirrcle by 4 to finnd four points, which are terrmed as a, b, c and
dd.
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iii) C
Calculate the distance
d
(L1, L
L2) using Alggorithm 4, wheere L1 is the ddistance between (a and c), while
w
L
L2 is the distaance between ((b and d). These two distancces are used too differentiate between circle
e and
eellipse:
IIf (L1 = L2) then
t
the keyshhape is circle,, otherwise ellipse. If (L1>
>L2) then the keyshape is y-axis
y
eellipse, else x-axis ellipse.

(a)
(bb)
(c)
Figuure 9. Three tyypes of Keyshaape (a) circle, ((b) x-axis easttward ellipse, ((c) y-axis westtward ellipse
Algorithm
m 4: Determinee circle or ellippse
IInput: stream of
o drawn points
O
Output: types of
o circle or elliipse
V
Variables xc, yc, xm, ym, x1, xn, y1, yn, xa, xb, xc, xd, ya, yb, yc, yd: integer
bbegin
C
Circle = ( | − | + | − | − | − | + | − | )
D
Determine the four corresponnding points byy dividing the length of poinnt by 4 (a, b, c,, d).
C
Calculate L1 /// distance betw
ween (a and c)
C
Calculate L2 /// distance betw
ween (b and d)
1=

(

−

) +(

−

)

2=

(

−

) +(

−

)

IIf L1=L2
K
Keyshape circlle  circle
eelse if L1 >L2
K
Keyshape circlle x - axis elllipse
eelse
K
Keyshape circlle y- axis elllipse
End if
End begin
After deterrmining the typpe of the elem
ment, the other issue in this sttep is to calculaate
The angle of each elem
ment based on Cartesian rulee (see Equatioon 4). The bennefit of knowing the angle is to
specify thee element sloppe with regard to the canvass drawing areaa. Figure 10 prresents an exam
mple of two drawn
elements w
with their respeective angle.
θ=

21
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Figure 10. Angle of elem
ment
atical
Dependingg on the (startt, end and imaaginary midpooint) points off the keyshapee element, a bbasic mathema
formula iss used to findd the spatial rrelationship beetween these elements depeending on thee direction of each
element inn relation to another
a
in the same sketch. The centroidd of the objectt (sketch) alsoo represents a very
important point related to the object. It is known tthat each objeect has a certaain centroid. T
This means tha
at the
dds a
centroid caan represent one of the distiinguished poinnts to the objecct. From this ppoint of view, the centroid ad
new value to the object that makes it uunique because the element's position relaated to centroidd point will specify
the objectt element detaails, meaning that the centrroid direction represents thee uniqueness of the sketch (see
Equation 5 and Equationn 6). It is this ppoint that paves the way to sppecifying an obbject's name fo
for each sketch.
The equatiions of the cenntroid calculattion for (n) eleements in the ssketch (Boolos et al.; 2002; Mendelson, 2009)
2
are:
=∑

/n

(5)

=∑

/n

(6)

Where X : Centroid x, Y : centroid y aand n is numbeer of elements.
4. Sketch Interpretation
Interpretattion is a technnical notion thaat approximatees the idea of representing a logical struccture inside another
structure ((Zhou et al., 2012; Bozas and Izquierddo, 2012). It pprovides a seet of basic geeometrical/direction
primitives and allows for
f the additioon of more doomain-specificc semantic rellations. The m
main challenges in
interpretattion technique would be to fiirstly discover the componennts that the skeetch is composeed of, and seco
ondly,
what thesee components of the sketchh actually meaan. In other w
words, the inteerpretation cann be separated
d into
sketch elem
ment classificaation and recoggnition the skeetch object.
In this novvel technique, the designed ssketch board innterprets the ellement of the structural com
mponents by mining
the set of points drawn on the sketch board to idenntify the keyshhape elements of their basicc geometrical class.
c
Then, thesse keyshapes are conceptuaalized to obtaain their specific meaning oof the sketch based on the user
applicationn. This specific meaning reppresents the typpe of the sketcch (template) tthat will be collected from all the
training skketches, and thhe more commoon template w
will be the depeendent templatee used in retrieeving images based
b
on this tem
mplate sketch. This step baasically depends on the spaatial relationshhip between thhe keyshape of the
drawn skettch.
Spatial rellationships expplore the conccept of where tthe element arre in relationshhip to other eleements in the same
object (Guuarino and Weelty, 2000). Thhe study of sppatial relationsship of the eleements is the core of the sk
ketch
meaning reecognition beccause it specifiies the unique structure of thhe sketch basedd on unique coorrelations betw
ween
the object elements.
patial
This step provides the correlation beetween the inteerpreted keyshhape sketch ellements and ttries to find sp
D2, ID3,……IDn), where ID is the element tyype identified from
relationshiips between thhis element of object (ID1,ID
determininng the geomettric keyshape elements skettch. Accordingg to this studyy, the interpreetation processs is a
high-level stage that reccognizes the ssketch meaninng depending on spatial rellationship betw
ween the keysshape
make a simplee drawing of a teapot, he orr she will prob
bably
elements. For instance, when a personn is asked to m
mally
draw onlyy three componnents: the bodyy, the spout annd the handle. The interprettation used in this work form
represents the sketch obbject assignment based on thhe spatial relattionships that come from the content of object
o
elements ccorrelated withh the direction of each element such as (norrthward-west, southward-easst, southward-w
west,
southwardd-east) among these elementss depending on the distancee between a ceentroid of the m
main shape and the
imaginary centre point of all elemennts of the skettch. Figure 111 shows how to specify thee direction of each
element of the sketch based
b
on the iimaginary poinnt of each eleement correlateed with centrooid point of object
o
(sketch). Itt is clear that when
w
an imagiinary point takkes place in thee right positionn of the centrooid point as in point
p
22
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(1), it willl specify that this
t
element ooccurs Northw
ward-east of centroid point annd the others will be read in
n the
same way.

Figuree 11. Specifyinng the directionn of each elem
ment based on aan imaginary ccorrelated withh centroid point
w:
The sequennces of operations to find the spatial relationships are deescribed below
1.

D
Detect the imagginary center ppoints of keyshhape (geometriic element).

2.

D
Determine the object
o
centroidd using Equatioons 5 and 6.

3.

C
Count the numbber of keyshappe elements baased on the typpe of each elem
ment as specifiied in Algorith
hm (1
too 4), and the anngle direction for each elemeent using Equaation 4.

4.

D
Determine the distance
d
betweeen the imaginnary center pooints of the eleement with cenntroid points of
o the
obbject based onn the directionn of the elemeent with respeect to angular direction as eexplained brieffly in
A
Algorithm 5.

5.

Store the elemeent by (ID typee geometry, dirrection).

The proceddures to identiify spatial relattionship betweeen the keyshappe are illustratted in Algorithhm 5.
Algorithm
m 5: Identify sppatial relationsship between kkeyshape typess
Input :T1 arraay of string geoometric keyshaape has a specific ID type
Output : T2 arrray of each innput keyshape with corresponnding directionn
variables x1, xn, y1,yn, n : intteger
begin
xc= (xn- x1) /22

// calculate thhe imaginary ccenter-points (X
Xc,yc)

yc= (yn- y1) /22
determine object centroid
for i=1 too n of element
θ = taan

−1

y
x

// using equattion 5 and eqquation 6
// n= number oof sketch elem
ment
//determine thhe direction of each element.

T2 (1,, i) = T1(i)
T2 (2,,i)= θ
end forr
end
Based on determined thhe type of keyyshape and ideentify spatial relationship bbetween these keyshape types as
proposed A
Algorithms 1 to 5, many oobstacles in iddentifying skettch have beenn addressed inncluding, impe
erfect
sketch, Scaling ( differennt size of the ssame sketch drrawn), translatiion (different llocation of thee same sketch). The
following example, giveen in Figure 122, shows differrent sketches oof input (teapott) sketch. The successive steps of
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the propossed method to determine
d
the teapot for six different teapoot sketches aree as follows:
Step 1: Foor each sketch, the imaginaryy centre point oof each elemennt (red dots) is recorded usinng Algorithm (1),
Step 2: Foor the whole obbject (each skeetch), the centrroid point (yelllow point) is reecorded using Equations 5 an
nd 6.
Step 3: Byy using the sam
me rules usedd in Algorithm 2, we appliedd these rules fo
for the whole oobject based on the
centroid off the object annd each imaginnary centre poiint of element to specify the type of each eelement (northward
curve, x- axis ellipse, westward
w
curvve, westward ccurve, northwaard -east line, northward-eaast line, and y-axis
y
ellipse).
Step 4: Ass a result, from
m step 3, a vecttor consisting oof a sequence oof attributes (nnorthward curvve, x- axis easw
wardt
ellipse, weestward curve,, westward currve, northwardd-east line, norrthward-east liine, and y-axiss westward elllipse)
that descriibe the elementts of the sketchh is created deepending on the sequence of attribute draw
wing.
The next ssubsection pressents a detailedd explanation oof how each obbstacle is resollved.
4.1 Imperffect Sketch
Imperfect sketch is a disjointed
d
draw
wing – sketchh with disjoinnt element(s) that is comm
mon due to hu
uman
behaviour.. However, thiis natural vaguueness and impprecision of skketches (Weinbbrenner et al., 2012). This re
eflect
the differeent skills of ussers concerningg with the agee of the draweer, the behaviours etc. (McM
Manus et al., 2010).
From thesse definitions, we can recoognize that draawings of thee same sketchh may appear as different types
t
dependingg on the skill of
o the particippant as presennted in Figure (12a). The Fiigure observess different types of
drawings oof the same obbject. This prooblem can be ssolved by calcuulating the num
mber of elemeents correlated with
the centroiid object whichh represents thhe object unityy. Figure 11b shhows the incom
mplete sketch that is successsfully
recognizedd by our methhod as a teapott because the nnumbers of ellements connected with the centroid objec
ct are
the same aattributes relateed to the teapoot sketch despitte drawing disjjointed elemennt as shown in Figure 12 b.

Figure 122. Example of Six teapot skeetches (a) differrent types of ddrawing sketchh teapot and (b)) imperfect ske
etch
We noticed that each skketch related to the above siix drawn sketcches must conntain seven atttributes (northward
curve, x-axxis eastward ellipse,
e
westwaard curve, wesstward curve, northward-weest line, northw
ward-west line, and
y-axis wesstward ellipse), indicating thee differences inn drawn sketchhes.
4.2 Dimennsional Scalingg
Scaling caan be defined as reducing oor enlarging aan object in coomparison to the regular siize (Scholz, 1986).
Another ddefinition of sccaling is the raatio of the lenngth in a draw
wing (or model) to the lengtth of the real thing
(Gansner et al., 2006). In previous sstudies, the prooblem of scalling has been solved in smaall dataset onlly by
calculatingg the angle of sketch and com
mparing them with the anglees of an object in an image. H
However, this issue
is still unssolved in largee datasets beccause a large ddataset containns huge imagees that cannot be compared with
angles of ssketch (Riemenschneider et al., 2010; Caoo et al., 2011). This problem
m has been solvved in this stud
dy by
dependingg on non-dimeensional conceept rather thann dimensional by calculatingg the elementss that comprise the
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sketch andd extracting thhe number of eelements for eaach sketch, soo that the sketcch can be recoognized in diffferent
sizes depeending on extraacting the elem
ment compositte of the sketchh and retrievinng the image pproperty. To cllarify
the ability of the proposeed method to ssolve the scalinng problem, w
we draw two teeapots as show
wn in Figure 12
2 , we
can noticeed that, Figure 13 (a) shows sketch of a sm
mall teapot annd (b) shows tthe same objecct drawn but larger
size. The above mentionned successivee steps of the proposal methhod are perforrmed (1 to 4) on each sketc
ch. A
vector of sseven attributees (northward ccurve, x-axis eellipse, westwaard curve, westtward curve, nnorthward-west line,
northwardd-west line, andd y-axis ellipsee) is also creatted that describbe each sketchh as a teapot regardless of the
e size
(small or large) of the drrawn sketch.

Figure 13. Exxample of Scaling (a) small ssketch, (b) largge sketch
4.3 Dimennsional Transfoorm
The other essential issuee in detecting tthe object for m
matching proccess is the objeect transform. T
Transform refe
ers to
moving thhe object in thhe workplace ddomain based on the same size, shape annd orientation (Parui and Mittal,
M
2015; Hoooshmand et al., 2012). This pphenomenon ccame from the different userr behaviour in drawing the sk
ketch
for search.. To solve this problem in a ssufficient way,, the drawn skeetch must ignoore the positionning effect. For this
reason, thee presented meethod considerrs only sketch element effecct. On the otheer hand, the sellected object in the
web imagees belonged to the metadata of the web, soo it is not consiidered in the object position and it is conce
erned
with the obbject name onlly as shown inn Figure 14

Figure 114. Example off Transpose (a)) represent thee location northhward-west (b)) sketch locatioon southward-east
mple of two teaapots (a and b)) drawn in the same area of drawing spacee. It is clarified
d that
Figure 14 displays exam
both sk4.eetches have thee same vectorr of attributes (northward cuurve, x-axis elllipse, westwarrd curve, westtward
curve, norrthward-west line,
l
northwardd-west line, annd y-axis ellippse), and the rresult will be teapots despite the
different loocation of the drawn sketch iin the sketch bboard space.
For each sketch enteredd in this systeem, this studyy has created a semantic sppace to save ssketch attributes of
sketches ccommon inputt sketches. The stored sketcch samples in MySQL are aapplied in the form of Sem
mantic
Space for sketch (M x N)
N matrix. Thee semantic spaces offer convvenient methodds to representt semantic rela
ations
between w
words and conccepts. To create the basic maapping functionn, the dimensioons of the sem
mantic space will be
identified by extracting shape elementts as a matrix as introduced in table 1. Thhe created matrrix is then fed by a
row of queeries from diffe
ferent kinds of users to coverr all the possibilities of the usser’s hand skillls
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Table 1. Explain the templates related to two sketches, moon and pyramid
ID template
1
2
3
4
5

Sketch Template
Circle
westward line eastward line
westward line eastward line westward line eastward line
westward line eastward line westward line westward line westward line eastward line
westward line eastward line horizontal line eastward line

Metadata
Moon
Pyramid.
Pyramid
Pyramid
Pyramid

5. Drawing Question Sketch Online
In this step, the method will be used for implementation. Where queries (drawings of a sketch by user) are
entered and the attributes of the drawn sketch are extracted to create a vector of words (attribute), this vector will
be compared with each template saved in mysql data base to match with suitable template in the database. This is
the first function of to finding the mean of the input sketch and is accomplished by implementing the following:
Step 1: input queries (new sketch)
Step2: perform algorithm (1 to 2) to extract the keyshape geometric elements of sketch and make it a vector of
words (attribute) as an input sketch.
Step3: match the template vector with all templates saved inMysql database.
Step 4: find the most similar template in the database.
Step 5: capture the metadata of the similar template with query template.
6. Semantic Matching
Semantic matching is a technique used in computer science to identify the information which is semantically
correlated (Chauhan et al., 2013), In this process the exact match retrieval techniques provide a basic token
matching capability in that only the documents that exactly match with the specified query can be retrieved
consisting of one word or several words, considered as an abstract unit, and applied to a family of words related
by meaning.
6.1 Similarity Matching
Matching is a technique used in computer science to identify the information that is a similarity correlated (Aziz
and Rafi, 2010). In this step, the exact match retrieval technique that provides a basic matching capability is the
document image metadata annotation that exactly matches the specified query that can be retrieved, consisting of
one or several words.
Many methods have been proposed to match the sketch with images in dataset by using the low-level features
process in order to make the image look like a sketch and match it with the sketch to be retrieved. This method has
a good result when dealing with a small or limited database and retrieved images offline, but is not suitable for
large database (Parui and Mittal, 2015; Bozas, 2012).
In this study, a new approach has been proposed to match the images with sketch in a high-level domain. That
means understanding and recognizing the sketch meaning by analysing the geometrical function of the sketch, in
order to return images based on that. In this step, it is important to mention that the matching was done using the
process is presented in two tasks as below:
1.

Linear pattern Similarity matching: this matching is performed between the vector of word (template)
coming from users with database templates to find more vectors similar to it.

2.

Matching with Google Engine: this matching is performed between the metadata captured from the (query)
and submitted by URL engrained to be matched with the metadata annotation in Google images.

Linear pattern Similarity matching. It is important to clarify that mathematical similarity approach (Cosine
similarity based on dot product) will be used to match the template of input vector with all templates saved
database and to get the metadata related to input query.
The linear pattern similarity matching is used for matching the template of elements that came from the query
with a template(s). Here, the cosine linear algorithm is used to measure the distance similarity between the
template (query) with each template saved in mysql of two vectors (query and template stored). This measure is
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obtained bby using Equations 7 and 8 to find the sim
milarity betweeen the vectorss elements of the query with the
vectors off template savved in the dattabase under cconcept class. Cosine simillarity based onn dot productt will
present thee similar tempplate by choossing the highesst rank of the saved query vvector contentt that is stored
d as a
string in thhe database.
sim



( X ,Y ) = X • Y =

xi × y

(7)

i

i

cos θ ( X , Y ) =

X • Y
X × y
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Where (θ)) refers to the angle betweenn two vectors and xi,xj are nn-dimensional vectors. The resulting simillarity
ranges from 0 (exactly opposite)
o
to 1 (exactly the ssame). In-betw
ween values inndicate intermeediate similariity or
dissimilariity.
Algorithm
m 6 explains thhe sequence opperation of sim
milarity matchiing between thhe input queryy and the temp
plates
saved, by calculating thhe dot producct and findingg the exact teemplate depennding on the highest cosine (θ)
value.Once the similar template is foound based onn the query annd the metadaata of this queery is captured
d, the
metadata iis sent to URL Google imagees to retrieve thhe images relaated to the requuested metadatta.
Algorithm
m 6: Explains the
t sequence ooperation of sim
milarity matchhing

6.2 Semanntic Matching Based
B
- Annotaation
It is impoortant to mentiion that most of the traditioonal and com
mmon methods of image retrrieval utilize some
method off adding metaddata such as caaptioning, keyw
words, or desccriptions of thee images so thhat retrieval ca
an be
performedd over the annootation words. The dynamic progress in w
web images is uused to generaate new tools called
c
automatic annotations for image coontrol and maanagement (Prramitasari et al.,2009). Takking advantag
ge of
automatic annotation in CBIR, the currrent approachh functionally selects this meethod for retrieving sketch-b
based
images. Fuurthermore, steeps such as maatching, annottation of imagee description inn natural languuage of the content
of the imaage in the Gooogle engine reepository and tthe conceptuaalizing the skettch semanticallly in a conceptual
semantic ddomain which represent the qquery state is pperformed. Thhe process sendds the sketch tto the web to find
f a
similar exppression in image annotationn because eachh annotation inncludes a semaantic descriptioon of each obje
ect in
the image. This featuree represents thhe best and thhe newest mattching semantically is depeendent on sem
mantic
conceptuallization taken of the sketch w
with the semanntic concept reelevant to eachh image in thee Google repossitory
dependingg on annotationn, Algorithm 7 is applied to ffind relevant im
mages returnedd according to the concept of the
query in w
web repositoryy also Fig.8. S
Show examplees of on the skketch Matchinng after achievved the concept of
sketch.
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Algorithm 7: Search by image annotation
Step 1: Input: users query ( concept)
Step 2: go search connection as URL connection to Google
URL and user Query;
Step 3: set go search Connection Properties as
Method = ‘send’;
User-Agent =’ Google Chrome’;
Web sockets = search Connection. Open;
Step 4: Get an input stream from send concept to stream reader of search engine ;
While stream reader has imgurl do
Add current imgurl to imagurl_list;
Step 5: return imgurl-list;
7. Results and Discussion
The sketch is conceptualized and used to retrieve the images from the web, which is based on the image
automatic web annotation (Google images, flicker). Ten free hand sketches are used to retrieve the images from
the web. Our method is tested by using the first page contain 30 images appeared on the search of each sketch,
which are drawn on the sketch board online. The annotation features are used to acquire all the information,
which can be used as a matching tool for the query to create an ontological form representing the sketch concept.
The performance of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 15. The top five retrieved images for six input
sketches are shown. The precision is evaluated by recalling the corresponding images for each sketch after
retrieval. The sketch is conceptualized and a ranking score calculated for each image by precision@10 and
achieved rate within 0.87 to 0.99. Fig.16, shows the precision-recall graphic compared to BoF, Key shape-based
and Keyshape+BoF approaches (Saavedra, and Bustos, 2014). This evaluation shows that the performance of the
keyshape mining based proposal increases the retrieval effectiveness, which satisfy correctly identified images
True Positive (TP) for accuracy of retrieved images. This implies that all the images are retrieved. Moreover, the
sketch specification is easy for transforming into the general ontological concept in a way that reduces False
Negative (FN) images. To provide easy comparisons on a standard dataset and compute the recall which is
difficult for a large dataset, we tested our system by using the same sketch shapes belonging to (Eitz et al., 2011).
The Mean Average Precision (MAP) compared with the key shape base achieved (0.85639) where (keys-shape
+BOF) achieved (0.88722) (Saavedra, and Bustos, 2014), and our method of mining the keyshape achieved
(0.90422). Our proposed system not only performed accurately, but time is not a concern in retrieving depending
on the network connection speed.
User dissatisfaction appears from the simple geometrical shape (set of lines, circle, or ellipse) used to draw the
sketch. However, it is evident from the figure that when the shape elements become more complex the recall
becomes higher and the precision is reduced. This results in the usual response in terms of the appearance of
many unwanted images. However, the retrieved images are more specific.
The sketch board has a set of attributes with specific types. The nature of each attribute can be defined through
the sketch board edition. To create a new sketch board, the following types of attributes are activated to display
a plain hand draw type and a sketch category value from a range of predefined values of sketch elements. Edit
the category records by clicking on the corresponding cell on sketch board. Query uploads can display the
retrieved image path directly from the web and edits multi-category records on the sketch board.
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Figure 15. An examplee of SBIR usinng our propossal after retrieeval images onnline. First coolumn displays the
hand draw
wing a sketch (query) by skeetch board miining, and the next five coluumns show thhe first five im
mages
retrieval onnline in ( 3 Auugest 2016)

Figure 16. Precision aand recall plott correspondingg to the imagee for each sketcch
8. Conclussion
This paperr reports the sequence of pprocess relatedd to a sketch board miningg. Mining reprresents the base of
incoming drawing for innterpreting thee shape elemennts according tto the Basic geeometric elem
ments (line, circ
cle…
etc.). Theyy deal with connceptualized fforms before thhe element is ttied up with a spatial relationship to ensurre the
dynamic sstate of the skeetch as a mimic to user draw
wing. The process guides uss to reach highh conceptual levels
(semantic level) of the object to acccomplish the sspecific annotaation of the oobject based oon ontology, which
w
represents the query. Thhe annotation oof query enablles us to matchh the sketch cooncept with thhe specific mea
aning
of the webb images (annootation) representing the highhest level of reetrieval accuraacy. Global reppository image
es are
retrieved thhrough a semaantic match of the user’s skettch query. A reecall rate in thee range of 0.1--0.8 and a prec
cision
rate betweeen 0.78-0.97 are
a achieved, thhe retrieval efffectiveness achhieving an MP
PA 0.90422. Thhe advantage of
o our
innovativee method is to draw the sketcch in real timee and take the ppossibilities off different userrs by determin
ne the
different eelement of skeetch dependingg on the meassure distance bbetween the ceenter and the tangent of element
(which reppresent the thrreshold of the element drawiing) that makee us solve manny problems liike determining the
arc from tthe line drawinng inaccuratelyy and to deterrmine the direcction of concaavity and convvexity of the curve.
However, results need fuurther improveement in termss of precision-rrecall to speciffy the retrievedd images accorrding
to concepttual based minning techniquues. It is asserrted that the ppresent techniqque is able to exploit high--level
features too search the weeb efficiently aand attractive ffor accurate im
mage retrieval.
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